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Printer Prime

Because we’re in for the long run
We believe in quality. Why? Because it is still the best way to ensure sustainable products for everyone. We are
therefore very proud to present our brand new, bi-colour collection: Printer Prime.
When we say quality we mean QUALITY
From the best fabric in high grammages to a detailed finish. The Prime collection has been well thought out! This
ensures that we can really guarantee quality. In addition, this collection is circularly designed, which allows us
to greatly reduce the impact on the environment.
When we say for everyone we mean FOR EVERYONE
We have deliberately designed our line in a modern way so that it can be worn by almost every branch of industry. For us, a collection for everyone really means a collection for everyone. Our clothes are washable at 60°C.
In this way, the laundry can be cleaned not only stain-free, but also completely hygienic. In addition, our Prime
collection can be tumble dried at a low temperature (max. 60°C) and has been tested for industrial washing in
accordance with EN ISO 15797. Our collection is really for everyone: from XS to 2XL for women and from S to 5XL
for Gentlemen
When we say sustainable, we really mean SUSTAINABLE
When developing this collection, a lot of attention was paid to sustainability, based on LCA calculations in which
water and energy consumption was reduced and co2 emissions were also reduced. In addition, each item of clothing consists of organic cotton and/or recycled polyester. Organic cotton is better for the soil and air and also
uses less water and energy. Recycled polyester gives a new sustainable use to PET bottles. But we go further
than that, even our packaging is compostable: our polybags are made of PLA, a material that quickly and safely
breaks down into compost. With Printer Prime you choose sustainable products and especially a more sustainable textile industry.
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QR code
Via a QR code on the website
www.printeractivewear.com/
csr-and-sustainability you can
find more information about the
CSR and sustainability of the
Printer Prime collection, including the ecological footprint.

Wash
at 60°

Organic
Cotton

Recyled
Polyester

In order to be able to use our collection in a versatile way, the clothing is washable at 60°C, so that the
laundry can be cleaned not only
stain-free, but also hygienically.
In addition, they can also be put in
the dryer at a low temperature.

Organic cotton does not use toxic
chemicals, does not damage the
soil and consumes much less water and energy.

Making recycled polyester requires
less energy than virgin polyester.
In addition, recycling PET bottles
reduces landfilling and thus soil
pollution.

Circular
Designed

Less CO2
Emissions

Great
Size Range

The Prime collection is circularly
designed. This means that the collection can be reused at a high level for as long as possible, without
the need for additional raw materials, in order to prevent waste and
reduce the environmental impact.

With Printer Prime you choose a
better planet! Our collection was
developed on the basis of LCA
calculations where water consumption and CO2 emissions were
reduced and energy was saved.

We offer a large size range within
this collection: for ladies from XS
to 2XL and for men from S to no
less than 5XL. Our unisex model is
available from XS to 5XL.

Bag for
Washing Chip

Industrial
washing ISO 15797

Compostable
Packaging

All items from our Prime collection
have a special bag on the inside,
for sewing in a washing chip (e.g.
RFID). In this way, the entire washing history of your garment can be
followed from start to finish.

Our Prime collection guarantees
quality. To guarantee this, all
articles were tested for industrial
cleaning according to EN ISO 15797
and tested for drying in the tumble
dryer.

D1

ISO 15797

UP TO

5XL
SIZE

All our models are packed in a biobased, compostable polybag. The
polybags are made of PLA material
that is quickly and safely broken
down into compost.

1 SOFTSHELL JACKET =

55
* gebaseerd op een jas in de maat medium

RECYCLED PET
BOTTLES*

WHAT IS PET?
Polyethylene terephthalate, commonly abbreviated PET
is the most common thermoplastic polymer resin of
the polyester family and is used in fibres for clothing,
containers for liquids and foods, and thermoforming for
manufacturing, and in combination with glass fibre for
engineering resins.
*The amount of recycled polyester in a Prime softshell jacket (men’s size L) corresponds to the amount of polyester in 55 PET bottles (550 ml).
Data for other Printer Prime products available at:
www.printeractivewear.com/csr-and-sustainability

OUR PRIME WARRANTIES & SYMBOLS
OEKO-TEX

CERTIFIED ORGANIC COTTON

Oeko-Tex 100 is one of the best-known
labels for textiles tested for harmful substances. It stands for customer trust and
high product safety. When a textile article
carries the OEKO-TEX standard 100 label, you can be sure that every part of this
article, i.e. every thread, button and other
accessories, has been tested for harmful
substances and that the article is therefore ecologically harmless.

The production of organic cotton uses
resources that have a low impact on
the environment. For example, the cotton is grown without the use of pesticides and spun without the addition of
chemicals.
For Prime we have chosen to work with
certified organic cotton, which means
that the production of the cotton used
is closely monitored by independent
organizations.

COMPOSTABLE POLYBAG

CERTIFIED RECYCLED POLYESTER

Our Prime polybag is a natural polybag,
made from PLA material. You can throw
polybags made from this material in your
garden and/or dispose of them together
with your green waste. It will compost
because the material itself comes from
nature. This does not require a garbage
dump (organized waste disposal). In addition, the material from which the polybag is made is TUV Austria certified,
which guarantees the compostability
(and the fact that the polybag is made of
natural material).

Recycling PET bottles is more popular
than ever, which means that it is now
also used for clothing applications. In
addition to the extraordinary wearing
comfort, they are also popular because
they require little maintenance. For
Prime, we also opted for certified recycled polyester. This means that every
stage of production of items made from
recycled polyester is checked. The social, ecological and chemical impact is
also always considered.

WASH 60°C

CIRCULAR DESIGNED

In order to be able to use our collection
in a variety of ways, the clothing is washable at 60°C, so that the laundry can be
cleaned not only stain-free, but also hygienically.

Product design in which the usability
of the raw materials is taken into account during the design process, with
the aim of minimizing the negative consequences on people and the environment during the life cycles.

SUITABLE FOR DRYING DRUM
Our Prime collection can be tumble dried.
We do, however, recommend drying at a
low temperature.

LAUNDRY CHIP
More and more textiles are being labeled
with a RFID chip. They are very useful in
the laundry process. Laundry services
can record delivered items, direct them
to the right customers and follow them
throughout laundry management.

D1

EN ISO 15797
EN ISO 15797 specifies test procedures to evaluate workwear intended
for industrial laundering with regard
to dimensional stability. The products
tested according to this standard retain
their fit, are colorfast and are made of
material that hardly shrinks even after
repeated washing.

PRIME SOFTSHELL
PRIME SOFTSHELL LADY

PRIME POLO 2265024
PRIME POLO LADY 2265025
200 G/M²
PRIME T 2264030
PRIME T LADY 2264031
180 G/M²

PRI

L 2261065
Y 2261066
280 G/M²

PRIME SWEAT JACKET 2262061
PRIME SWEAT JACKET LADY 2262062
280 G/M²

PRIME POLOSWEATER 2262060
280 G/M²

IME

PRIME T
FOUR-LAYER RIB AT NECK
TEAR OUT NECK LABEL
REINFORCED SHOULDER SEAMS

HANGTAGS MADE FROM
FSC CERTIFIED PAPER

CERTIFIED ORGANIC COTTON

CERITIFIED RECYCLED
POLYESTER

FEMALE STYLE

COMPOSTABLE PACKAGE

EXCELLENT DURABILITY

MEN

CERTIFIED
ORGANIC COTTON

CERTIFIED
RECYCLED POLYESTER

WASHING CHIP
POCKET

BIOBASED,
COMPOSTABLE
PLA-BAG

LADY

WIDE SIZE RANGE

9390 ANTHRACITE/ BLACK

9093 BLACK/ ANTHRACITE

9040 BLACK/ RED

PRIME T 2264030
PRIME T LADY 2264031
Modern fit, bicolour T-shirt. Elastane in neck rib. Neck rib
with four layers for better stability. Tear-out neck label
and separate woven size label. In the inner left side seam
a pocket is provided for sewing in a laundry chip. The
fabric has been ring-spun and treated with an enzyme
wash, which pre-shrinks the material and gives it a soft
feeling. Oeko-Tex 100 certified

9030 BLACK/ ORANGE

6053 NAVY/ COBALT

5360 COBALT/ NAVY

50% CERTIFIED ORGANIC COTTON,
50% CERTIFIED RECYCLED POLYESTER, 180 G/M²
2264030 S-5XL
2264031 XS-2XL

EMISSIONS AND WATER USAGE
1.58 co2

0.12 m3

The calculated emissions of this product (Men size M) is eq. of 1.58 kg CO2e (approx. 10 % less than average emission data for comparable product) and 0.12 m3 of water (approx. 73 %
less than average emission data for comparable product). Further documentation available at printeractivewear.com

PRIME POLO
TEAR OUT NECK LABEL

CERTIFIED ORGANIC COTTON

CERITIFIED RECYCLED
POLYESTER

HANGTAGS MADE FROM
FSC CERTIFIED PAPER
FEMALE STYLE
NO BUTTONS

COMPOSTABLE PACKAGE

EXCELLENT DURABILITY

MEN

CERTIFIED
ORGANIC COTTON

CERTIFIED
RECYCLED POLYESTER

WASHING CHIP
POCKET

BIOBASED,
COMPOSTABLE
PLA-BAG

LADY

WIDE SIZE RANGE

9390 ANTHRACITE/ BLACK

9093 BLACK/ ANTHRACITE

9040 BLACK/ RED

PRIME POLO 2265024
PRIME POLO LADY 2265025
Bicolour piqué with 3 buttons (shorter placket and no
buttons on female style) and contrast tipping in the collar.
Contrast tape in neck and on the side slits. Tear-out neck
label and separate woven size label. In the inner left side
seam a pocket is provided for sewing in a laundry chip.
Tested for industrial washing according to ISO 15797.
Oeko-Tex 100 certified.

9030 BLACK/ ORANGE

6053 NAVY/ COBALT

5360 COBALT/ NAVY

50% CERTIFIED ORGANIC COTTON,
50% CERTIFIED RECYCLED POLYESTER, 200 G/M²
2265024
2265025

S-5XL
XS-2XL

EMISSIONS AND WATER USAGE
2.5 co2

0.23 m3

The calculated emissions of this product (Men size M) is eq. of 2.5 kg CO2e (approx. 22 % less than average emission data for comparable product) and 0.23 m3 of water (approx. 65 % less
than average emission data for comparable product). Further documentation available at printeractivewear.com

PRIME POLOSWEATER
TEAR OUT NECK LABEL

CERITIFIED RECYCLED POLYESTER

CERTIFIED ORGANIC COTTON

UNISEX

HANGTAGS
MADE FROM
FSC CERTIFIED
PAPER

EXCELLENT
DURABILITY

COMPOSTABLE
PACKAGING

2x2 RIB

MEN

CERTIFIED
ORGANIC COTTON

CERTIFIED
RECYCLED POLYESTER

WASHING CHIP
POCKET

BIOBASED,
COMPOSTABLE
PLA-BAG

LADY

WIDE SIZE RANGE

9390 ANTHRACITE/ BLACK

9093 BLACK/ ANTHRACITE

9040 BLACK/ RED

PRIME POLOSWEATER 2262060
Bicolour sweatshirt with polo collar with contrast tipping.
Contrast tape in the neck. 2x2 rib ending at sleeves and
bottom hem. Tear-out neck label and separate woven
size label. In the inner left side seam a pocket is provided
for sewing in a laundry chip. Tested for industrial washing
according to ISO 15797. Oeko-Tex 100 certified.

9030 BLACK/ ORANGE

6053 NAVY/ COBALT

5360 COBALT/ NAVY

50% CERTIFIED ORGANIC COTTON,
50% CERTIFIED RECYCLED POLYESTER, 280 G/M²
2262060

XS-5XL

EMISSIONS AND WATER USAGE
3.63 co2

0.32 m3

The calculated LCA Cradle to Gate emissions of this product (size M) is eq. of 3.63 kg CO2e (approx. 24 % less than average emission data for comparable product) and 0.32 m3 of water
(approx. 49 % less than average emission data for comparable product). Further documentation available at printeractivewear.com

PRIME SWEAT JACKET
REPLACEABLE ZIP PULLS
TEAR OUT NECK LABEL
CERITIFIED RECYCLED POLYESTER
COMPOSTABLE PACKAGE

CERTIFIED ORGANIC COTTON

EXCELLENT
DURABILITY

HANGTAGS
MADE FROM
FSC CERTIFIED
PAPER

FEMALE
STYLE

MEN

CERTIFIED
ORGANIC COTTON

CERTIFIED
RECYCLED POLYESTER

WASHING CHIP
POCKET

BIOBASED,
COMPOSTABLE
PLA-BAG

LADY

WIDE SIZE RANGE

9390 ANTHRACITE/ BLACK

9093 BLACK/ ANTHRACITE

9040 BLACK/ RED

PRIME SWEATSHIRT JKT 2262061
PRIME SWEATSHIRT JKT LADY 2262062
Bicolour sweatshirt jacket with contrast zipper in centre
front and on front pockets. Contrast tape in neck. 2x2 rib
ending at sleeves and bottom hem. Tear-out neck label
and separate woven size label. In the inner left side seam
a pocket is provided for sewing in a laundry chip. Zipper
pullers in contrast colour. Replacement zipper pullers sold
separately. Tested for industrial washing according to ISO
15797. Oeko-Tex 100 certified.

9030 BLACK/ ORANGE

6053 NAVY/ COBALT

5360 COBALT/ NAVY

50% CERTIFIED ORGANIC COTTON,
50% CERTIFIED RECYCLED POLYESTER, 280 G/M²
2262061 S-5XL
2262062 XS-2XL

EMISSIONS AND WATER USAGE
3.05 co2

0.24 m3

The calculated emissions of this product (Men size M) is eq. of 3.05 kg CO2e (approx. 28 % less than average emission data for comparable product) and 0.24 m3 of water (approx. 53 %
less than average emission data for comparable product). Further documentation available at printeractivewear.com

PRIME SOFTSHELL
REPLACEABLE ZIP PULLS

TEAR OUT NECK LABEL

WATERPROOF MATERIAL

CERITIFIED RECYCLED POLYESTER

WP: 3000 / MVP: 3000

HANGTAGS MADE FROM
FSC CERTIFIED PAPER
COMPOSTABLE
PACKAGING

PRE-CURVED
SLEEVES
FEMALE
STYLE

VELCRO/
DRAWSTRING
ADJUSTMENT

MEN

CERTIFIED
RECYCLED POLYESTER

WASHING CHIP
POCKET

BIOBASED,
COMPOSTABLE
PLA-BAG

LADY

WIDE SIZE RANGE

9390 ANTHRACITE/ BLACK

9093 BLACK/ ANTHRACITE

9040 BLACK/ RED

PRIME SOFTSHELL 2261065
PRIME SOFTSHELL LADY 2261066
Bicolour softshell jacket with detachable hood. Contrast
zipper in centre front and on front pockets. Adjustable
Velcro-straps at bottom sleeves and elastic cord at the
hood and bottom seam. Tear-out neck label and separate
woven size label. In the inner left side seam a pocket
is provided for sewing in a laundry chip. Zipper pullers
in contrast colour. Replacement zipper pullers sold
separately. Oeko-Tex 100 certified. WP 3000/ MVP 3000.

9030 BLACK/ ORANGE

6053 NAVY/ COBALT

5360 COBALT/ NAVY

SHELL FABRIC: 100% CERTIFIED RECYCLED
POLYESTER, 280 G/M², BONDED WITH 100% CERTIFIED
RECYCLED POLYESTER FLEECE, LINING (SLEEVES):
100% CERTIFIED RECYCLED POLYESTER
2261065
2261066

S-5XL
XS-2XL

EMISSIONS AND WATER USAGE
5.62 co2

0.1 m3

The calculated emissions of this product (Men size M) is eq. of 5.62 kg CO2e (approx. 17 % less than average emission data for comparable product) and 0.1 m3 of water (approx. 18% less
than average emission data for comparable product). Further documentation available at printeractivewear.com

ADD A

PERSONAL TOUCH
You can personalize our Prime models by choosing zipper pullers and/or buttons in one of the
many available colors. This way you can make every piece of clothing fit your own house style.

100 WHITE

250 PINK

111 NEON YELLOW

307 ORANGE

171 HV ORANGE

400 RED

600 NAVY

632 OCEAN BLUE

728 FRESH GREEN

530 COBALT BLUE

935 STEEL GREY

949 REFLECTIVE GREY

220 YELLOW
100 WHITE

220 YELLOW

307 ORANGE

400 RED

600 NAVY

632 OCEAN BLUE

728 FRESH GREEN

900 BLACK

935 STEEL GREY

440 PURPLE

900 BLACK

BUTTONS BIG 2269001
ZIPPER PULLER 2269000
Complete the look with zipper pullers in your own desired color. Comes in a
set of four pieces. Use the zipper pullers with the Prime sweat vest and the
Prime softshell.
TPU
2269000

BUTTONS SMALL 2269002
Complete the look with buttons in your own desired color. You can use these to
replace the buttons on the Prime polo and Prime polo sweater. Comes in a set
of 10 pieces.
100% POLYESTER

8 X 50 MM

2269001

11 X 3 MM

2269002

8 X 3 MM

SUSTAINABLE

FROM GARMENT TO HANGTAG AND POLYBAG
Because every detail matters...

FSC APPROVAL AND WARRANTY

The FSC quality mark guarantees that the materials used come from sustainable and legal sources. The strict requirements of the FSC label and its
credibility are widely recognised. The FSC label is the only label of its kind
supported by environmental organizations such as WWF and Greenpeace, as
well as by social and economic factors.
Specifying FSC-certified materials and requesting
suppliers to apply an FSC label gives consumers the assurance that a company has chosen to responsibly om
to purchase materials.
Our Printer Prime hangtags are made from FSC mix paper. Products with
this label are made from a mixture of materials from FSC-certified forests,
recycled materials and/or FSC-controlled wood. Each product with an ‘FSC
mix’ claim represents at least 70% FSC worthy inputs.

100% COMPOSTABLE POLYBAG

Our Prime polybag is bio-based and compostable, with
other words: it is a natural polybag, made from
PLA material. You can throw polybags made from this material in your
garden and/or dispose of them together with your green waste. It will compost because the material itself comes from nature. This does not require
a garbage dump (organized waste disposal). The ink used for the printing of the polybag is water-based, so that it can be easily dissolved (after
some time) in water (without the need for chemicals and therefore without
chemical pollution).

